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This release addresses the following Service Request:

Service Request 83349

Release 1924 installed edits to block zero gross transfers between restricted funds in the online and batch expense transfer modules.

Service Request 83349 allows zero gross transfers between restricted funds by removing the edits that block them.
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Programs

PPETSCED

PPETSCED is a dual use routine developed to perform salary cap edits on expense transfers.

The edit to block transfers when the transaction amount is zero and either the “to” or “from” fund is restricted (defined in the SALARYCAP group) has been removed.

PPEXPTRN

PPEXPTRN generates expense transfer transactions for TS, TM, and TL pay transactions.

It has been changed to no longer return an error if the called program, PPETSCED, indicates that the transaction is a zero gross transfer “to” or “from” a restricted fund.

PPP360

PPP360 edits payroll compute transactions prior to placement on the THF.

The zero gross edit message that was added in release 1924 has been commented out.

Copy Member

CPLNETSC

CPLNETSC holds the interface data between the calling program and PPETSCED.

The zero gross edit flag definitions in the returned data section have been commented out.

Installation Instructions

A separate Installation Instructions document is provided for this release.

Test Plan

A separate Test Plan document is provided for this release.

Timing of Installation

The timing of this release is urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

For functional questions please send electronic mail to Jaime.Espinoza@ucop.edu or call (510) 987-0905.

For technical questions please send electronic mail to mary.meyer@ucop.edu or call (510) 987-9272.